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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Metrology in Industry: The Key for QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Metrology is an integral part of the structure of today’s world: navigation and telecommunications require highly accurate time and frequency standards; human health and safety relies on authoritative measurements in diagnosis and treatment, as does food production and trade; global climate studies also depend on reliable and consistent...
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Interactive InDesign CS5: Take your Print Skills to the Web and BeyondFocal Press, 2010

	The release of InDesign CS5 is nothing short of revolutionary. Now you can apply all the tools that have made InDesign the industry standard for print, to design for interactive electronic media too. With the release of Creative Suite 5, InDesign has evolved from print to “printeractive!” Designers expected to meet the demands of...
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Cloud Computing BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In the five months that I have been researching and writing Cloud Computing Bible, it has become clear to me that most people recognize that cloud computing is a big deal, even if they are not really clear why that is so. Every day newspaper and magazine articles and radio and TV stories report on cloud computing. The phrase “in the...
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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Production Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	The tools for creating and broadcasting a professional-quality video have never

	been as accessible as they are today, thanks to more affordable and powerful

	recording equipment and computers, broadband Internet, and user-friendly

	software.





	The Adobe® Creative Suite® 6...
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Building JavaScript Games: for Phones, Tablets, and DesktopApress, 2014

	Building JavaScript Games teaches game programming through a series of engaging, arcade-style games that quickly expand your JavaScript and HTML5 skills. JavaScript is in the top ten most-used programming languages world wide, and is the basis for applications that can run in any modern browser, on any device from smart phone to...
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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...
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Continuous Delivery and DevOps: A Quickstart guidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Streamline and optimize your workflow with this fast and engaging guide to continuous delivery and DevOps. Delivering quality software every time will become a way of life.


	Overview

	
		Real world and realistic examples of how to go about implementing continuous delivery and DevOps
	
		Learn...
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Deployment of Microsoft Azure Cloud Solutions: A complete guide to cloud development using Microsoft AzurePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master all the important and tough decision-making aspects involved in architecting an Azure public cloud for your organization. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy Azure Active Directory and implement synchronization
	
			Manage storage solutions with Azure network services
	...
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Cisco IP Telephony: Planning, Design, Implementation, Operation, and OptimizationCisco Press, 2005
The comprehensive guide to planning and implementing your Cisco  IP Telephony system, as shown by the experts.

	
    Understand how to work through the different implementation  phases of a Cisco IP telephony solution

    
	
    Plan your implementation...
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Delphi Graphics and Game Programming ExposedWordware Publishing, 2000
The majority of the book is dedicated to the mechanics of creating a game in  Delphi, and will therefore be concerned mainly with exactly how to do something,  such as fast flicker-free animation. Some parts address more theoretical issues,  such as game design, and are very light in their coverage. Other parts are at a  more intermediate level,...
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Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, Second EditionParaglyph, 2004
This book shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management and administrative tasks using powerful scripts for just about every important task imaginable.

Windows Admin Scripting Little Black Book, 2nd Edition, shows Windows XP and 2003 users and administrators how to perform Windows management...
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